
Sunday's weather in Chicagoland was B-E-A-U-T-I-F-U-L! So, I flew my son Jonathan (4) in 

the Cessna to his very first EAA Pancake Breakfast Fly-in this morning at the Rockford 

International Airport (KRFD). There must have been over 100 other aircraft that flew-in for 

the breakfast -- including many military aircraft, helicopters, experimentals and other 

commercial general aviation aircraft -- it was very busy airspace. But that was good news 

for Jonathan... You should have seen how excited he was to see them ALL. We didn't even 

have time for pancakes... He wanted to walk the entire flightline and skip breakfast! That's 

my boy. =) Here's a handful of photos from the morning flight/activities... 

  

From: Gary Brown 
Date: 5/3/2009 11:06:19 PM 
To: Gary Brown 
Bcc: Adam Strack;  Anne-Marie Brown;  Arnold & Shirley McInis;  Arun Ramachandran (Home); 
 Bill & Gloria Frey;  Bill Popp;  Bob Bimler (Home);  Brian McInis;  Brian Rogers;  Carl Fasig; 
 Carol Brown;  Cathy Anderson;  Celeste Nickerson;  Christina Brown;  Colin Koebel;  Craig & 
Laurie Harris;  Dagne D'Agostino;  David & Joan Brown;  Diane & Marty Cillick;  Don Meier; 
 Donna & Mike Dassouki;  Gerald Migely;  Greg Frey (Gmail);  Heather Rochefort;  Harry 
Rossett;  J.F. & Monique Levi;  James & Carol Brown;  James & Nancy O'Keefe;  James 
Zeman;  Jason Wagnon;  Jeff Goin;  Jeff Nielsen;  Jennifer Romano;  Jim Forney;  Jim Ratz; 
 Joan Brown;  Joe Yozze;  John Lanigan;  Judy & Lonnie Bovender;  Judy Coelho;  K9SKY; 
 Karen James;  Kathy Nelson;  Kevin Kanarski;  Kristina Frey;  Kristina Frey (GMAIL);  Lance 
Marczak;  Laura Guttman;  Lisa Carbonara;  Lisa Brown;  Lisa Rochefort;  Lorraine Moschini; 
 Marge & Aldo Hollub;  Margaret & Chuck Torrey;  Margret Barrett;  Mark & Angela Zabel;  Mark 
Haas;  Matthew Rochefort;  Maureen Brown;  Michael Romano;  Michelle Brown;  Mike & Amy 
Brown;  Mike & Debbie Waszak;  Mike & Sami Castagna;  Mike Brown;  Nick Scholtes;  Nicole 
Brown;  Patricia O'Donnell;  Paul & Sharon Radcliffe;  Paul & Susan Ahaus;  Peter Birren; 
 Randy Brown;  Rebecca Bimler (Home);  Rich & Hazel Bimler;  Rich Roberts;  Ryan Rochefort; 
 Sheri Mantia;  Stephanie Ann Rochefort;  Steve Amy;  Tara Abrams-Ruer;  Tina Brown;  Tina 
Brown 
Subject: Flying Jonathan to His First Pancake Breakfast Fly-In 
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My son (and future pilot) Jonathan [4] just before departing our homebase Dupage Airport 

(KDPA) to Rockford International Airport (KRFD) for his first EAA Pancake Breakfast 

 
  

Jonathan (future pilot) & Gary (father/pilot) in the cockpit and ready for takeoff 
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Departing Dupage Airport (KDPA) 

 
  

Flying over the Fox River 
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We diverted slightly, along the way, to see my fellow ultralight pilots/friends flying the 

Powered Paragliders at the Polo Field in Sugargrove, IL 

 
  

Jonathan tried a little yoke-time for the first time (note the serious "don't bother me now" 

look) 
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But, by touchdown at Rockford Airport (KRFD), my aspiring pilot had fallen asleep (like he 

*ALWAYS* does on flights with me... Must be the sign of this Captains *SMOOTH* 

flights/landings) 
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Jonathan and I posing for a picture by our Cessna 152 just after landing at Rockford 

International Airport for the EAA Pancake Breakfast Fly-In 
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Jonathan was so incredibly excited to see all the aircraft... He kept (literally) screaming: "Oh, 

Daddy, come look at this one!". We never did make it to the breakfast line because all he 

wanted to do was walk the flightline 

 
  

Jonathan was drawn to this T6 Texan like a moth to a light (good choice son) 
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We *HAD* to thoroughly inspect the Bell UH-1D "Huey"; this is the helictopter that my Uncle 

George [rest his soul; after his death, through his best friend and my parents, I received 

my *FIRST FLIGHT" in a GA aircraft (I guess the "hook" was set then)] flew for Medivac in 

Vietnam 
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OK, you military aircraft enthusiats... What is this bird? I didn't have a chance to inspect the 

tail plate. Reminds me of a F6H Hellcat 
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Jonathan was literally infatuated with this aircraft (there was another one on the airfield 

under restoration) -- he *LOVES* jet fighters -- he kept wanting to return to it. Again, you 

military aviation experts will have to help me identify. 
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A Russion YAK-18 I believe! I'd love to fly one of these one day -- Russian engineering 

amuses me and it's FULLY aerobatic!!! HOOWAH!!! OK, add that to my "Bucket List". 

 
  

Now here's a cute RV-8 -- made to look like a P-51 -- notice the painted-on exhaust stack 

and the Rolls Royce engine decal. Ha, ha! I'm pretty sure it's still just a Lycoming under the 

hood. 
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Jonathan *INSISTED* I take picture of this amphibiam Cessna (he has a toy just like it). 

Another item for my "Bucket List"... Seaplane Rating! 

 
  

A powered hang-glider trike (hey, I've flown one of those too) 
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Did I mention Jonathan *LOVES* jets? 

 
  

And the BIGGER the BETTER!!! 
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Did I mention it was a busy Pancake Breakfast Fly-In? Well, here we are *TRYING* to 

*FLY-OUT*! We were "number 8" to depart; and this was the view behind us... 6 more 

behind! 

 
 

I can't wait to fly him to the "Army Wings & Wheels" Fly-In 

(http://www.armywingsandwheels.com/) in June and then Oshkosh Airventure 

(http://www.airventure.org) in June... HE'S GONNA GO NUTS FOR BOTH!!! Now to work 
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on the girls to go! 
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My son (and future pilot) Jonathan [4] just before departing our homebase Dupage Airport 

(KDPA) to Rockford International Airport (KRFD) for his first EAA Pancake Breakfast 

 
  

Jonathan (future pilot) & Gary (father/pilot) in the cockpit and ready for takeoff 

 
  

Departing Dupage Airport (KDPA) 
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Flying over the Fox River 

 
  

We diverted slightly, along the way, to see my fellow ultralight pilots/friends flying the 

Powered Paragliders at the Polo Field in Sugargrove, IL 
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